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BLESSED ARE THE WEAK
Yea, twice blessed . . . everybody feels so sorry for them that they usually
have it twice as good as the strong. W e have lost track of the articles that have
appeared in both square dance publications and in the daily press, telling of
square dancing by the blind, the deaf, the legless, the mentally deficient and
assorted categories of invalids in the process of recovering from all the ills
of mankind.
W e are very happy that square dancing is of benefit to these people, and
it is a wonderful thing that many of our leaders and teachers devote time and
effort to the instruction and entertainment of handicapped groups. W e also
realize that the publicity received in these cases is indicative of the novelty of
the situation; the average square danter is most often in better condition, both
physically and mentally, than the norm of our population.
If you stop and reflect on the implications of this last statement, you may
reach two conclusions: first, that square dancing is a healthy recreation, and
second, that the most fertile field for recruiting new dancers would be among
people who display an interest in the more active recreations.
From personal experience, I can vouch for the soundness of the second
conclusion; the first group that I gathered to dance with me at the W yckoff
Grange Hall was " raided” from hiking and gymnastic clubs to which I
belonged, and after over fifteen years, the ones who have not moved from the
area are still attending the Saturday night dances.
The moral of this is plain: if you want to recruit dancers who can "take it",
who will stay with it, and who won’t complain that it’s all too rugged . . .
look around at your local sports clubs. The more robust the sport the better
the material you will find awaiting your proselyting; a lacrosse team or a judo
club may sound like a shortage of ladies . . . but then many of the members will
have a "sports widow” at home who will seize this opportunity to reclaim her
man and add her influence to the recruiting.
W e urge you to try tapping this source of energetic, hardy dancers; if you
have the pep to lead them, you’ll find it an exhilarating experience to be able
to "turn on the heat” without worrying if anybody is going to come apart at
the seams and collapse on the floor.
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A Harpoon for Channel Cats
By Bob Merkley, Phoenix, Arizona
For many years we have been forced
to see square dancing made into a silly
farce by the medium of television. W e
have watched, week after week, while
troupes of extremely ungraceful teen
agers give the whole country the im
pression that what they are doing is
square dancing, until today a real
square dancer has every reason to be
embarassed when a person with only
a television education says, "Y ou mean
YO U do that silly stomp dancing!"
How can we expect sensible people
to take an interest in our dancing
while the cables are channeling into
them the idea that nobody with good
sense would take up such an unattrac
tive, if not impossible, form of
recreation ?
"But what can we dooo?" you say.
"Those big old tv networks are so
strong."
The answer is simple. Those big old
tv networks pay good money for sur
veys to find out what people want.
W e can give them a survey absolutely
free. And we can put real square danc
ing on national shows.
How long would a television show
last if it ridiculed ministers of the
Gospel ? Think what would happen if
postmen were shown as silly clowns
instead of dependable civil servants.
Or imagine, if you can, a television
program inferring that all physicians
are quacks.
It so happens that there are more
square dancers than ministers, postmen
and physicians all added together. So
why should we continue to accept a
practice that is very seriously hurting
the future of square dancing? Our
strength lies not in our passive resist
ance to the sales pitch, but to an active
campaign with letters, postcards, tele
grams and phone calls. If one out of
XIII-37

every ten square dancers in the U.S.
jumped into such a campaign for just
one month, the right kind of square
dancing would come to television. But
why only one in ten? W hy not just
about everybody? It is every square
dancer’s obligation to do all he can to
help square dancing. And the word
should be sent to all who have any
say-so about the programs — the spon
sors, the networks and the local sta
tions. The message might go some
thing like this:
SQUARE D AN CIN G AS IT IS
DONE ON TV IS N O T SQUARE
DANCING AS AMERICA AND
TH E REST OF TH E W O RLD ARE
DOING IT TO D A Y OR AT A N Y
TIME IN THE PAST.
TELEVISION SQUARE D ANC
ING IS KEEPIN G M A N Y PEOPLE
FROM LEARNIN G TO SQUARE
DANCE.
THOUSANDS OF REAL SQUARE
DANCERS TH IN K TH E SQUARE
D ANCING N O W SEEN ON TELE
VISION SMELLS BAD, SO N A T U R 
A L LY W E ARE TA KIN G A N 
OTHER SNIFF AT TH E SPONSORS’
PRODUCTS.
Or say it any way you like. Poor tap
dancing and poor square dancing
cannot be combined to make a good
dance.
Naturally the real push in this cam
paign must come from the square
dance teachers and callers. They are
in a position to have a chat with those
folks who dance so hard they have no
time for reading magazine articles
about square dancing.
N or is that all. W hen a station or
network does use real square dancing,
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we should write just as quickly to
commend them for doing it.
How many of us wrote to the
people responsible for having Bob
Brundage and his beautiful troupe
on the Arthur Godfrey show last
winter? Neither you nor I — but I
wish we had.
And that’s the formula. Mix it well
and feed it to them. But remember —
as with all other square dance activi
ties — while you are doing it, have

fun!

Editorial Comment
While we approve Bob’s suggestion that
we all write to the television stations in
order to impress them with the strength of
the nation’s square dancers, we feel that his
writing reflects the viewpoint of the club
dancer. A post card barrage by organized
square dance groups could influence a
television station. An actual test of strength,
such as would be provided by a survey
following an appearance of the Brundage
team and a top "tap-dancing” square on the
same program might be a shocking dis
appointment to club dancers. Although
they are unorganized, do not read square
dance magazines and are seldom articulate
about their* Saturday night amusements, we
have reason to believe that the reservoir of
rural square dancers who have been square
dancing every Saturday night since they
were old enough to get out on the floor,
outnumbers club dancers by a considerable
margin.
W e must note that there is ample tradi
tional
justification
for
"tap-dancing”
squares. Early 19th Century cotillion books
have instructions which include "stepping.”
Later in the century society dance masters
denounced "doing your steps” as vulgar and
the hallmark of the country bumpkin, since
they were trying to "refine” the new formal
quadrilles out of semblance to the older
cotillions. Rural and lower-class city
dancers paid but little heed to the admoni
tions of city dance masters however, and
prided themselves on their ability to "step
it out.” You can see step-dancing squares as
the accepted thing surviving today in many
areas, particularly in areas of Pennsylvania
and sections of the rural and mountain
areas of the Southeast as well as eastern
Oklahoma and parts of Louisiana. In New
England the "pigeon-winging” was the spice
of many of the contras and frequently
spilled over into the squares.

6

We will admit that this type of action is
not very compatable with our present club
dancer’s technique, but, on the other hand,
we have a whole cult of Grange Hall and
country tavern dancers who consider the
,rWestern” or "California” type of square
dancing to be sissified and unnecessarily
complicated. Their concept of square danc
ing involves plenty of lusty swinging, a bit
of accented stamping and frequently some
boisterous "playing around” in the set that
would raise not only the eyebrows, but the
hair, of disciplined club dancers. Don’t
judge these people as "poor” or "dumb”
dancers; I have seen a set at an open
jamboree "step” their way through the
Yucaipa Twister (much to the caller’s
amazement) while some of the club dancers
floundered badly. Many of the top competi
tion teams can manage quite high-level
material if time is allotted for stepping.
But by all means write to your television
station; perhaps you can suggest that they
put both types of dancers on in a sort of
popularity contest; something like that
would stir up interest in both types of
squares no matter who came out ahead.
Now when you sit down to write, won’t
you please think of AMERICAN SQUARES
and use an extra sheet of paper to write
some comments for us? W e love you all so
tenderly and value your opinions highly!

B A R G A IN S !
W e have for sale trade-ins of the
following make P.A. systems:
Bell - Decca - Newcomb - Califone
These have all been serviced and
are in excellent playing condition.
If you need a go o d used machine
we recommend one of these. The
prices run between $50.00 and
$100.00 depending on the age and
condition. In every case they are
excellent value.

AMERICAN SQUARES
BOOK AND RECORD SHOP
"Poets have told us that it is charm
ing to hear a pretty milkmaid, trip
ping down the hill with a pail headpoised, carolling a rustic ballad; but
the picture is not generally true to
nature.”
— "Dancing”, Allen Dodsworth, 1888
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PEOPLE WORTH KNOWING
ing they saw a need for a caller. To
quote Bill; "I began to practice. I
couldn’t sing but I could sure holler
loud; therefore I became a patter
caller. There must have been a defi
nite shortage of callers at that time
because I sure became a busy man.
Before I knew it I was working with
a half dozen church groups, a couple
of clubs and teaching two classes. W e
had a demonstration square and also
worked with a children’s group at a
nearby orphanage.”

V

Bill Muench
BILL M UENCH, born St. Louis,
Missouri — 1911. Grew up and went
to school in Illinois, back to St. Louis
in 1941, to Tampa, Florida in 1952.
Bill says he was forced into square
dancing about 10 years ago. He was
scoutmaster of his church’s Boy Scout
troop. The troop needed funds for
camping equipment and one of the
committee members suggested a series
of square dances. He suggested for
two years. Finally Bill’s arm was twist
ed and Ruth Hendricks brought a
group over from North St. Louis and
taught them all about square dancing
in one night. They learned Dip &
Dive, Ocean W ave and the Virginia
Reel, bought some records and were
in business. Bill was MC— that is, in
between dances. The bug had bitten
him too and he was dancing every
dance. Everything was successful, the
scouts bought their camping equip
ment and also a bus to haul it around.
But, as they progressed with the danc
XIII-39

In 1952 the Muenchs moved to
Tampa. They have continued with
their square dancing activities. Bill is
at present teaching at the Clearwater
High School for the Adult Education
System of Pinellas County, has two
Advancing-in-Dancing groups, has an
open dance every Saturday night, calls
for the Tampa Travelers, Clearwater
Crackers and the Dixie Swingers clubs.
In January 1956 he was instrumental
in originating the FLORIDA KN OTHEADS and is serving as chairman of
the charter committee which is the
governing body. If you aren’t familiar
with the Knotheads, it is an honorary
organization to promote fellowship
among square dancers. To become one
a full square must travel 100 miles to
a dance. Only a KN OTHEAD would
do that. There are almost 600 of them
in Florida. Bill is also president of
the Gulf Coast Callers, Teachers and
Leaders Association and vice president
of the State Association. He is on the
University of Florida Short Course
Committee and last year was on the
staff. In between dances he works
8 hours a day— doing layout for Con
tinental Electric Co. As a final bit of
Meunchian philsophy: "Our square
dancing years have been fascinating,
and v/hat amazes me is, the results that
can be obtained from learning to Dip
& Dive.”
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Kansas Youth Square Dances
By A rul'd Olson, Moline, Illinois
The future of America depends on
the youth of America. Likewise the
future of square dancing in America
depends on the youth of America. If
square dancing is to maintain its cur
rent high level of popularity adult
square dance enthusiasts must help to
perpetuate the movement by interest
ing the youth of America in square
dancing.
In many parts of the country this is
being done. Across the United States
rural America is square dancing. It is
rural America that has kept square
dancing alive since the days of the
early settlers. City folk have become
interested in this activity only during
the past decade or two.
During the past summer I have had
the opportunity and pleasure to serve
as Extension Recreationist for Kansas
State College, working with the 4-H
Club Department. After traveling
around the state it is readily apparent
that the young people of Kansas like
to square dance.
Both rural and urban kids look
upon square dancing as a highly fav
orable form of recreation. Many of
them are as devoted and proficient in
this field as adults. It is a wonderful
sight to see two hundred, three hun
dred, or more teen-age guys and gals
with fancy outfits and swirling skirts
swinging their partners to the calls of
their favorite caller.
At Rock Springs Ranch near Junc
tion City, Kansas, the State 4-H
Leadership Training Center, square
dancing is an important part of the
camping program. A typical three day
camp usually schedules the evening
recreation as follows: first evening-—
mixers and musical games including
(depending on the group) some easy
folk dances and square dances; second
8

evening —- talent show, moonlight
swim, and/or dancing of various
types; third ev en in g-p arty night with
a few mixers, lots of squares, a few
folk dances, and several popular rec
ords for ballroom (social) dancing.
During the past ten years an estimated
35,000 young people from 10 to 20
years of age have attended Rock
Springs. This past summer alone over
3,500 attended.
County, city, and private agencies in
several parts of the state have regular
ly scheduled square dances for Kansas
teen-agers. Results of a survey con
ducted among 4-H members in Kansas
shows that square dancing, including
mixers and easy folk dances, is pre
ferred to ballroom (social) dancing.
Dance favorites listed on this survey
include the following: mixers— Here
Comes Sally, Arches, Oh Johnny, and
the Grand March; threes — Flying
Dutchman (Butterfly W altz) and Red
River Valley; folk and couple— Heel
and Toe Polka, Jessie Polka, Schottische, and Varsouvienna; and squares
— Farmer’s Daughter, Texas Star, Dip
and Dive, and Arkansaw Traveler.
The two hit dances of the summer
were a circle novelty dance called
Heel-Toe, Cross Over, and Marianne,
a square dance on the Folkraft label.
International Farm Youth Exchange
(TFYE) students in Kansas during the
past summer often presented folk
dances of their native countries using
foreign recordings of folk music from
their own country.
There have been a few isolated cases
reported where American youth were
not allowed to attend a square dance
festival or jamboree. This is a grave
mistake on the part of some self-pro
claimed leaders. The youth of today
(Continued on Page 28)
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Treasures fromYesterday's Ballrooms
The German
(Continued from last month.)

TH E GILDED BALL
The floor manager, after waltzing
once around, takes five gentlemen and
places them in the center of the apart
ment. He then gives an india-rubber
ball, gilt on the outside to his partner,
who throws it in the air. She dances
with the one of the five gentlemen
who succeeds in catching it.
TH E W O RSTED BALL
A number o f differently colored
balls and rosettes to match are dis
tributed among the ladies. Each lady
pins the rosette to her corsage; the
balls are then thrown, and nothing is
more amusing than the scramble which
ensues among the gentlemen, each of
whom endeavors to obtain the ball
corresponding to the rosette worn by
the lady whom he wishes as a partner.
The balls are easily made, and after
wards may serve as harmless and
pretty playthings for children.
TH E HOOP
The gentlemen form in a circle,, and
turn their backs to a lady, who, stand
XIII-41

ing in the center, breaks a hoop made
of paper in the middle, and puts it
over the head of the gentleman with
whom she wishes to dance.
TH E FLO W ERS, EMBLEMS
A N D ANIM ALS
The leading couple separate: the
lady goes up to two gentlemen and
asks them to select the names of ani
mals, and then taking the gentlemen
by the hand, asks a lady which of the
two animals (naming them) she pre
fers. She herself dances with the
gentleman who has not been chosen.
During this time the gentleman does
the same with two ladies, asking them
to choose a flower, or a quality; and
leading them to a gentleman, he puts
a question to him something like the
following, "W hich do you prefer? the
jasmine, or the violet? grace, or
beauty?”

TH E DICE
The floor manager conducts a lady
to a seat in the middle of the room,
and places two large dice in boxes at
her feet. Then he escorts two gentle
men, who throw the dice, the one who
throws highest obtaining the lady as
a partner. The gentleman who has
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failed remains in order to make an
other trial for the next lady, and does
not leave his position until he has
succeeded in throwing highest.

TH E COSSACKS
Each lady is provided with a
"m otto” paper in the form of a small
roll, which she presents to a gentle
man, and it is drawn apart by the two
ends, with a slight report. One side
contains a cap of tissue paper, the
other a very small bouquet. It it need
less to add that the gentleman wears
the cap, the lady taking the bouquet.
The dance is then gone through with.

T H E ARCADE
A general figure. All the couples
waltz, and then joining hands, range
themselves along the room so as to
form an archway.' The last couple,
either in waltzing (which is very dif
ficult), or with the galop step, dance
through this archway to the opposite
end, where they immediately join
hands and form a part of the arch.
The next couple go through the same
figure, and so on to the end. In pro
10

portion as the couples are detached
from one end, the line of dancers take
a step forward in order to give place
at the other end. This figure is ex
tremely animated and graceful, when
it is well and quickly executed. The
leader of the cotillion indicates by
stamping the moment when each
couple shoiild detach itself from the
arch.

TH E EN CH AN TED BASKET
At the end of a jointed X , in gilded
wood, like those on which children
place wooden soldiers, and which
opens out by a movement of the hand,
a basket ornamented with ribbons and
flowers is placed, containing some
small fancy article. The basket is so
contrived as to open when the X is
prolonged, and close when it is drawn
in. Each lady is provided with a bas
ket. She presents herself to a gentle
man and tempts him to take out the
contents of the basket, which is open;
but if she does not wish to dance with
him, she immediately draws in the X ,
and the basket is closed.
T H E VEG ETABLE PO T
A large pasteboard pot is brought
into the middle of the room. It is
filled with vegetables made of painted
pasteboard: onions, carrots, turnips,
potatoes, artichokes, radishes, beets,
etc.; and at the same time, vegetables
to correspond, but much smaller, are
distributed among the ladies, who
attach them to their corsages as a
decoration. Each gentleman, with a
large pasteboard fork, covered with
silver paper, in turn endeavors to draw
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3 vegetable out of the pot, by means I which is continually augmented, faces
of a wire ring which is attached to one about until the head is reached. When
end; and when successful presents all the couples thus form a line, the
himself to the lady who wears the leader of the cotillion stamps his foot,
corresponding vegetable, and waits every one turns, and each lady waltzes
beside her until the vegetables are all with the gentleman opposite.
drawn out. Upon a signal from the
TH E CROOK
floor manager, the waltzing com
One
of
the
dancers stands in the
mences, each gentleman carrying the
fork, with vegetable attached, in the center of the room and holds up a
crook covered with gilt paper, to
manner of a standard.
which ribbons of six different colors
DOS A DOS
are attached. Six gentlemen advance,
The leader of the cotillion waltzes and take each one a ribbon. The floor
a moment with his partner, and then manager then leads forward six ladies,
they separate to choose, from among who form in a circle around the one
the ladies and gentlemen, five of each,
with the crook. The latter turns very
who take position in a line dos a dos. quickly in one direction, and the ladies
The Gentleman who directs the fig in another. At a signal from the floor
ure remains outside of the line. At a manager, they stop, and each gentle
signal from him, the gentlemen turn
man waltzes around the crook with
and waltz with the ladies who are the lady whom he finds nearest him.
respectively opposite. One among The same figure is repeated, except
them, however, is deprived of a part that the ribbons are taken by the
ner, since the leader of the cotillion, ladies.
in giving the signal, rushes forward to
BO UQ UET M IRLETON
choose one of the ladies to waltz with
A bouquet composed of seven
himself.
smaller ones is set upon a Mirleton.
TH E RINGS AN D TH E SWORDS
The floor manager sings a popular air,
Each lady is presented with a silver and a gentleman advances, and takes
ring, and each gentleman with a one of the small bouquets, which he
sword, to the end of one of which is presents to a lady, who tears the cover
ing from the stem of the bouquet, and
attached a loadstone. The ladies throw
draws out a comical cap of tissue
down the rings, and the gentlemen
endeavor to take them up with the paper, which she places on his head,
points of their swords. Thus, while attaching the bouquet to her corsage.
the others vainly endeavor to take up The same thing is repeated, until all
the rings, the gentleman to whose the small bouquets are taken. The
sword the loadstone is attached has floor manager dances with his partner;
or, if she has been chosen, with some
only to present the point to a ring,
other lady.
which is instantly attracted. Six rings
and the same number of swords are
TH E SNOWBALLS
usually employed.
This is usually one of the last fig
TH E SALUTATIONS
ures, because the floor is scattered
This is a general figure. The leader over with paper. Pieces of paper, cut
of a cotillion rises and salutes his very small, are pressed together and
partner, who in turn rises also; both inclosed in a thin envelope. The floor
then face about; the lady salutes a manager gives one to each lady, who
gentleman; who rises, and all face tears open the envelope and throws
about, so that at each salutation, ad the contents at the gentleman whom
dressed alternately by a gentleman to she selects.
a lady, and vice versa, the column,
(Continued on Page 28)
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BOOK REVIEWS
T H E A M E R I C A N RO U N D
DANCE H ANDBOOK. Edited by
Bob Osgood. Published by Sets in
Order, Los Angeles, 1957. 6 x 8, stiff
paper cover, 234 pp. $3.00. This is
quite an impressive collection of
American round dances; three hun
dred and eight titles are given descrip
tive space, although as round dancers
know, many routines could really be
considered variations of others. The
book encompasses all the rounds
printed in Sets in Order magazine
from 1948 through 1955 (including
the Workshop editions) plus the
dances contained in their four book
lets "Dancin’ Around,” "Today’s
Round Dances,” "Round Dancer UpTo-Date” and "Round 'N* Round.” A
glossary of round dance terms and
abbreviations is included (and a page
illustrating the various positions), as
well as an article on how to use round
dance instructions. The book is a must
for the round dance enthusiast, with
only one small fly in the ointment;
many of the records recommended are
now out of print (although some
tunes have been reissued on other
labels) and thus obtainable only in the
event you can find some small record
shop that has a copy or two left on
the shelf. This however should not
daunt the real dyed-in-the-calico round
dance devotee; to the contrary it
should be a challenge to fit the routine
to some other piece of music and re
name it after the new record!
W A L K Y O U R W A Y TO BETTER
D ANCING. By Lawrence A. Hostet
ler. Revised edition, Ronald Press,
New York, 1952. 5 f X 8 f, hard cover,
295 pages, $4.23. This book, carefully
and profusely illustrated, presents a
complete and logical method for teach
ing and learning ballroom dancing. It
provides the dance teacher with a
simple, practical, step-by-step analysis
12

and description of the progression of
the steps and figures, and with ten
lesson plans each for beginning and
intermediate classes. It gives both the
beginner and the more experienced
student a knowledge of the social,
physical, and esthetic advantages of
dancing correctly done, as well as a
visual picture of each step and combi
nation he is learning. The book illus
trates thirty-six exercises which will
help a dancer control his muscles and
joints and thereby improve his dance
movements; it analyzes the natural
walk and the modifications necessary
to perfect a forward or backward
dance-walk. It presents the underlying
principles of leading and following
and describes in minute detail the va
rious dance rhythms. For each of the
basic figures and for each of the dance
steps, combinations, and variations, the
text indicates musical count and
rhythm, notes the progression and dia
grams it with step figures, outlines
combinations which the teacher can
use for student practice, and lists com
mon mistakes. The last chapters offer
suggestions for group instruction and
supply fifty questions, with answers,
which a teacher can use at examination
time.
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Social Dancing in America
A history by Rod La Farge
(Continued from last issue)

W e have early noted that although
the Puritans were not the mortal
enemies of the dance that they have
been so often portrayed, other sects
did forbid dancing and even music,
other than hymns, to their member
ship. As a rule, the lower the social
status of a group, the more likely one
is to find dancing being denounced,
since most religious arguments against
the dance are exceedingly naive and
not apt to influence educated and
sophisticated people. Slaves, of course,
occupied the lowest rung on the social
ladder, and we may see the influence
of the "H ell-fire” preacher in Olmstead’s ’'Journey through the Seaboard
Slave States” (N ew York, 1855):
"Formerly, it is said, the slaves were
accoustomed to amuse themselves, in
the evening and 011 holidays, a great
deal in dancing, and they took great
enjoyment in this exercise. It was at
length/however, preached against, and
the professors’ so generally induced
to use their influence against it, as an
immoral practice, that it has greatly
gone out of fashion,’ and, in place of
it, the young ones have got into the
habit of gambling, and worse occu
pations.”
Among the western pioneer settle
ments, the chief exponents of the
"Hell-fire” type of preaching were
the Methodists and the Baptists; excommunication from the church was a
common procedure when members of
these sects insisted on dancing, and
Peter Cartwright, one of the itinerant
Methodist preachers, went about
breaking up dancing assemblies quite
in the spirit of Carrie Nation.
The Quakers as a whole, although
they tended to regard dancing as
"worldly”, did not forbid it to their
X III-45

flocks, nor did most of. the Presby
terians of the time. The Lutherans
were regarded by their neighbors as a
dour sect, but I find no records of any
Lutheran being expelled for dancing.
None of these groups however, en
couraged dancing, or promoted it as a
part of church social life in the man
ner that many of their present day
descendents do.
As we turn northward along the
expanding frontier, we meet religious
and pseudo-religious groups of con
siderably more liberal tendencies. As
early as 1825 we find established at
New Harmony, Indiana, a species of
communistic settlement, existing long
before the days of Karl Marx. This
was not a religious grouping, although
religion was one of their favorite sub
jects of debate. This colony d isinte
grated after three years, but it was the
forerunner of a succession of similar
communities, some of which were or
ganized on a religious basis.
Perhaps the best known of these
was Oneida Community, in New York
State, which while not on our midwestern frontier, probably furnished
some ideas to other groups which did
migrate there. As a religious organiza
tion, this community represented
about the ultimate in liberality when
they set out to eliminate all sin with
out the usual hell-fire production of
other sects. Their plan was unique;
sexual immorality was crushed with
absurd ease. By the institution of
"Compound Marriage” every woman
became the wife of every man! "Thou
shalt not steal” was disposed of in an
equally simple manner; all property
was declared common to the com
munity . . . obviously one cannot steal
what one already owns!
This community is of particular in
terest to our history because of the
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fact that it was one of the first reli
gious groups to favor dancing as their
major form of social recreation. Al
though it might be argued that The
early Shaker colonies were the first in
this field, their dancing was not con
sidered by them as a recreation, but as
a part of their worship, and bore little
resemblance to the social dancing of
that time. In Oneida however, the ball
room was a major feature of the com
munity and newspapers of that day
were replete with descriptions of the
balls held there. Despite outraged
articles in the press, this "Free love
colony" managed to exist intact from
1848 to 1880, and was still prospering
when dissolved because of legal pres
sures brought at the instigation of out
side clergy.
It would seem that the farther a
new religious group departs from
orthodoxy, the more inclined they are
to view dancing and other social
graces with approval. W hy this should
be is apparently a psychological, rather
than a theological question. The fun
damentalist bases his beliefs on the
inerrancy, of the Scriptures, yet there
is no passage in the Bible disparaging
or depreciating dancing or music. To
condemn these things as "worldly" is
to damn all cultural activity; to ban
dancing in a sect as an irresistable
enticement to immorality is about as
scathing indictment of the moral fiber
of a group as I can imagine.
The most powerful of the unortho
dox sects among the pioneers were the
Mormons; the history of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is
about as an incredible a narrative as
could be written. The first Mormon
church was founded in 1830 at
Fayette, N. Y . with only six members;
within a few months there were sev
eral thousand converts and within a
year they had branched out to include
a colony as far away as Ohio. In the
face of bitter persecution and derision
the Saints in new colonies in Missouri
alone numbered over 10,000 by 1838.
if

Nauvoo, the Saints’ "N ew Zion" in
Indiana shortly swelled to a popula
tion of 25,000.
Despite austerities demanded by the
building up of the physical appoint
ments of their church, these Latterday Saints were, on the whole, a merry
folk, and, of course, "The merry love
to dance." In most accounts their persecutive neighbors suffer badly by
comparison; a serious reading of the
persecutions of the Mormons leaves
one with the conviction that a body
of our much glamorized pioneers spent
most of their lives in a drunken
stupor, from which they occasionally
aroused themselves long enough to
burn, riot, rape and pillage among the
Mormons and Indians. Such characters
were a portion of the frontier, call
them "pioneers" or what you will; a
lawless frontier will draw the dregs of
the cities . . . the ones without the
mental capacity to compete in the
urban jungle, but with enough physi
cal stamina to exist where bare neces
sities are easier to come by. Such a
grouping has nothing to add to the
dance picture; they seldom attain the
sophistication required to indulge in
dancing as a social grace and are
usually of the sullen type whose spirits
are not raised by music or rhythm.
The adoption of polygamy by the
Mormons was the last straw, inasfar
as their neighbors around Nauvoo
were concerned; this new evidence of
their non-conformity was the lever
needed by their enemies to raise all
hands against them. The resulting
intensification of their persecution
forced them from Nauvoo. In the
winter of 1846 they journeyed from
Nauvoo to W inter Quarters at what is
now Omaha, Nebraska. Their brass
band played nightly for cotillions and
quadrilles and according to accounts
this was "the only thing that revived
their flagging spirits." Over 20,000
Saints participated in the great exodus,
finally arriving in the Great Salt Lake
Valley in 1847. One of the first public
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buildings erected at their new home
was the Social Hall in which balls and
concerts were presented.
An outsider’s view of dancing in
this community is to be found in "The
Mormons at Home," by Mrs. B. G.
Ferris (New York, 1856), in which
she mentions the "Mormon Cotillion",
a subject of amused interest in many
newspapers of that day:
"Last evening we attended the
Governor’s party at Social Hall. This
is a large building which the Saints
have erected for the sole purpose of
parties of pleasure and theatrical per
formance. W e went sufficiently late
not to be among the first arrivals, and
were ushered into an ante-room, to be
divested of cloaks and shawls. From
this, a short flight of steps brought us
into a long saloon, where six cotillions
were in active motion. Another short
flight landed us on a raised platform,
which overlooked the dancing-party,
and here a band of music were in full
tide of performance.

"Dancing continued fast and furious
till a late hour. Each man danced with
two women at a time, and took the
lead in all the chasses and promenades;
so it seems that even in their amuse
ments women take a subordinate posi
tion. The private secretary of the
Governor acted as master of cere
monies; and, at the commencement of
each cotillion, called off the numbers
with which each man was furnished
on entering the establishment."
The Mormon institution of multiple
marriage became the butt of innumer
able jokes; even the "Gentiles" sang
verses about it at their play parties:
"O F Joe Smith is a fine old man,
OF Joe Smith’s a dandy;
A wife in front and a wife behind
And another waitin’ handy.
"Brigham Young’s a marryin’ man,
He likes them by the dozen;
He married Bess and then her Ma
And now he wants her cousin."
(Continued next month)

Dancing the Mormon Cotillons - from Harper’s Weekly
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Continuation of Review of Standard Records
BUFFALO GAL
Buffalo Gal is one of the old time singing call tunes which is also
played as a hoe-down. Old timers will remember a call which had
the line ''Runaway home and swing your own and leave my Muffalo
Gal alone." Our research department tells us the original name of
this tune as Louisiana Gal. It was a popular song a little over one
hundred years ago. About 10 years ago it was revived and very
popular as "I Want to Dance with a Dolly with a Hole in Her
Stocking."
Folk Dancer #1501: Buffalo Gal 128 (3:0Q)//Pop Goes the W easel
Price $1.45
Fairly well played by Paul Hunt. Not a very clear recording. A con
fused sound in the background sounds something like an inadequate
studio. The bass doesn't come through very well.
Folk Dancer #1517: Buffalo Gal 128 (4:10)//Climbing up de Golden Stairs
Price $1.45
Excellent recording. Fine quality.
Folkraft #1145: Buffalo Gal 126 (3:50)//Marching Through Georgia
Price $1.25
Recorded by Woodhull's Old Timers. Good recording.
Folkraft #1018: Buffalo Gal 126 (3:50)//Old Joe Clark
Price $1.25
This is exactly the same recording as on # 1145.
We have been advised that Folkraft has dropped the older #1018
recording and substituted the new Woodhull recording.
Old Timer #8033: Buffalo Gal 130 (3:37)//Tennessee Wagoner Price $1.25
Pretty good recording by Clay Ramsey.
Summary: The best recording of this group is unquestionably the Don
Armstrong recording on Folk Dancer #1517. Second is Folkraft
#1145.
BULLY OF THE TOWN
Black Mt. #107: Bully of the Town 138 (4:08)//Ida Red
Price $1.25
Jack Carter, who is now the hotshot fiddler on Sunny Hills label
recorded this about 5 years ago. It's a first class recording. Good
rhythm, good tone.
16
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Capitol #4045: Bully of the Town 128 (3:10)//Jackson's Breakdown
Price $1.25
This is a superior recording. One of the best on the market. Played
by Jack Barbour, it is part of a series which he made for Capitol
which stamped him as the foremost band leader on the West Coast.
Folkraft #1323: Bully of the Town 128 (5:00)//Spanish Cavaliero Price $1.25
A top flight recording by Shorty Warren's Rangers. Five minutes
playing time pressed on pure vinylite makes this a very good buy.
Guyden #2001: Bully of the Town 130 (3:15)//Put On Your Old Grey
Bonnet
Price $1.05
Completely messed-up recording. Painfully distorted. Clumsy mu
sicianship.
MacGregor #743: Bully of the Town 128 (3:30)//Powder Your Face
Price $1.25
Super quality Hi-Fi recording. One of the best recordings on the
market of this tune.
Old Timer #8013: Bully of the Town 134 (3:17)//Nobody's Business
Price $1.25
A musical monstrosity. Thank goodness Old Timer has come a long
way in their choice of musicians since this was made almost 10
years ago.
SIO #2024: Bully of the Town 130 (4:00)//Billy in the Low Ground
Price $1.45
This record has been spoiled in transcribing it. They have cut off all
the highs so all you hear is a faint toneless fiddling with an over
bearing rhythm beat.
Sunny Hills #121: Bully of the Town 132 (3:32)//Stone Rag
Price $1.25
The above mentioned Jack Carter and Jack Barbour combine their
talents to make this one of the best recordings on the market of
the tune.
Summary: The Sunny Hills, Capitol and MacGregor records stand out as
the best in this lot. They are all superior recordings. The Folkraft
record, while competent,, is not nearly as good. The others are not
worth considering.

May we suggest that American Squares’ readers write to Herman’s Western
Shop, Broadway at Main, Council Bluffs, Iowa requesting a copy of their
catalog of apparel for square dance callers and square dance callers’ wives.
It contains the nicest collection of dresses and shirts that we have ever seen.
The idea of including little samples of material from which the men’s shirts
are made is a very good one. I like the golden pin-stripe on page 27. I believe
the prices in this catalog are about 25% lower than we have seen in other
similar catalogs.
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E O V I 1 TGE D I T O E
By Rickey Holden
F E S T I V A L S AND C O N V EN 
TIONS planned entirely by dancers
seem to be coming up more and more
these days. This is the prime accent
on the National Convention, wherein
it’s almost a law that the General
Chairman be a dancer (i.e., not a
caller). And Clubs, Councils (groups
of clubs) and large area Associations
are beginning to follow the same plan.
In Dearborn (M ich.) area, for in
stance, 46 squares attended the first
festival planned by the all-dancer
Council, recently formed in coopera
tion with the City Recreation Dept.
Dancers picked the hall, set the time,
sold the tickets, and programmed the
entire affair; and everything turned
out so well the tickets were sold out
three weeks beforehand. Callers would
do well to promote this sort of thing,
which seems in the heartiest best in
terests of the square dance movement.
L I C E N S E PLATES advertising
square dancing are quite popular now,
with so many states using just a rear

plate leaving the front spot free for
advertising. A Florida outfit provides
low-priced weatherproof plastic plates
with reflecting lettering if you want
to plug square dancing, your club’s
name or anything else. W rite Reflecto
Plates, 1524 N .W . 17th Ave., Miami
35, Fla.
CROSS TRAIL is here to stay. If
you want the historical note, you have
Pat Pattison of Santa Fe, N . Mex., to
thank for the whole thing, which first
appeared in modern square dancing
via his "Corners of the W orld" figure
about 1940. The title words, "cross
trail" came to us about 1950 in one of
Shaw’s August classes. . . . However
we doubt that such wierdies as "halfbreed thru," "cross-breed thru" will
last any more than did the "do si
ding" and the "ci do ci." "Dixie
chain" and "square through," both
really other names for "grand right
and left" or "hey," will probably be
around for awhile. Or so say us
second guessers.

O ur new catalogue with the Parade of W estern
flpparel an d Squ are D ance Clothes.

W rite for your FREE

copy today. W e also have a few sets of nickel silver collar points an dbolo
ties to match.

Shipped prepaid $ 3 .5 0 per s e t.

HERMAN'S WESTERN SHOP
~
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Halloween Pot X-.-u.cls:

( Don't be scared - it's just old Grab Bag with a talse-face. )
C A L L O F THE C O V E N
By Rod LaFarge
(With abject apologies to
Bill Shakespeare)
Round and round the caldron go;
In the poison'd entrails throw:
All face your witch and dos-a-dos,
Cross your eyes, now take it slow.
Toad, from under clammy stone,
Swing your partner all alone;
Boil thou first i' the charmed pot:
Head couples split, go round the lot.
Fire burn, and caldron bubble,
Join the sides, the lines are double.
Fillet of a fenney snake,
H a gs chain across, you're on the make.
Eye of newt and toe of frog,
Devils star, go round the bog;
S a il of goat and slips of yew,
Back by the left, here's what to do:
Root of hemlock from the dark,
Turn your own and there you park.
W o o l of bat and withered vine,
W itches chain, go down the line;
Sib b e tt's grease and raven's brain,
Two and four: the Devil's chain.
Adder's fork and blind worm's sting,
All join hands and make a ring.
Round and round the caldron go;
In the poison'd entrails throw:
Swing your harpy all alone,
Then two by two you hobble home.

END LA D IE S C H A IN
By Ray Andersen
Two and four right and left thru
One and three bow and swing
Promenade the outside ring, three
quarters around
Two and four pass thru, circle four with
the couple you meet
XIII-51

A full turn around
Inside arch, outside under
Box the gnat in the middle of the set
Then face in the middle and pass thru
Separate, go round two
And catch right on to the end of the
line
Ladies on the end chain across
(diagonally)
Gents turn them to line of four
G o forward and back
Right hand high, left hand low
Spin the gents and let 'em go
All four ladies forward and back,
pass thru
Separate, go round one
Into the middle to a right hand star,
once around
To original corners for a left allemande,
etc.

THE N A P T O W N ROUTE
The head two couples half sashay
G o up to the middle and back that way
G o forward again and pass thru
Now turn alone, that's what you do
Box the gnat across the set
And swing that girl, you're not thru yet
Face to the middje, go right and left
thru
Turn your girl like you always do
Pass thru in the middle of the floor
Split the outside couples and line up
four
G o forward eight and back with you
The center couples pass thru
Separate, go around just one
G o down the middle and pass thru
Allemande left on the corners all, etc.
(Continued on Page 24)
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HERE AND THERE
School's In ! Is your P.T.A . planning
anything in the folk and square dance
field? W hy not?
Caroline Islands (South Pacific). In
terest in square dancing is penetrating
to the far away places; we have re
ceived a request for square dance lite
rature from these islands.
Centennials. Is your community hav
ing any centennial, semi-centennials or
such in the near future? D on’t over
look this chance to talk the committee
into featuring period dancing and tying your dance group up with the
publicity.
Editors. Do you have the home ad
dress of your local newspaper editor
on your mailing list? N ot that we
suggest that you attempt to bias the
press . . . but square dancing news
paper editors are nice people to have
around!
Berks, England. The Greenham Promenaders program for a square dance
they recently held is quite impressive:
forty-two squares and twelve rounds
in a 3 to 10 P.M. stretch. Seems to be
some starch left in the British lion’s
tail at that. The callers were members
of the British Assn. of American
Square Dance Clubs in England.
New York, N . Y . Elizabth Bernstein
(just back from California and all
enthused about the dance picture
there), now has a full-sized mimeo
graph for her news sheets . . . the
latest one is two pages 8 J x 14.
Sugarcreek, Ohio. Arrived too late for
inclusion in the Coming Events last
month, but you can make a note for
next year: the Annual Ohio Swiss
Festival at Sugarcreek includes square
dancing . . . plus Swiss dancing, yodeling, Swiss foods and costumes.
Vodka yet! One of the big distilling
companies has been running a major
advertising campaign featuring a 101
proof vodka which they tag "As
20

American as the square dance!”
N o tickee, no dancee. The Northern
District of the 111. SD Callers Assn.
are holding their festival in Peotone,
111. on Nov. 2nd (2 to 5, 8 to 12 P.M .)
with admission by advance purchase
of tickets only . . . no door sales will
assure room for dancing. Square danc
ing is popular out there.
National Convention, 1958. The 7th
Annual National SD Convention will
be held in Louisville, Ky., June 19th
to 21st, 1958. Place will be the new
Coliseum of the Kentucky Exposition
Center, which has 33,640 square feet
of dancing space plus seating for
14,600. Eager beavers who wish to try
at a theme dance for the Convention
take note there are several tunes avail
able including My Old Kentucky
Home.
Rickey Holden is now our "Roving
Editor” in earnest: he is going around
the world.
In late October, 1957, he leaves for
Japan and China, beginning a world
tour for the purpose of studying and
exchanging cultural material in folk
music and dance throughout the Far
East, Near East and Europe.
Countries and territories on the prob
able itinerary include Burma, Cambo
dia, Egypt, Hong Kong, India, Indo
nesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Leb
anon, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore,
Syria, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey and
Vietnam. On the way back he’ll be
stopping briefly in Belgium, England,
France, Germany, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, Netherlands and Switzerland.
Probable return date is April 1, 1958.
In February, March and April this
past year Rickey, whose nickname is
"The Texas W hirlwind,” completed a
swing through 14 countries and 4 is
land possessions of the Caribbean,
South and Central American area,
winding up in an April snowstorm in
Canada. W ith the coming journey
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Merrbach Record Service, Bo^ 7308, 323 W. 14th St., Houston, Texas
’round the world, Rickey earns the
new nickname, "the International
Caller.”
Upon return to the U.S. Rickey will
continue his tours and regular calling
and teaching dates, with only a very
slight Oriental accent.
Washington, D. C. The program of
the Atlantic SD Convention has been
completed: they have already register
ed 142 callers and 1213 dancers for
the shindig. W e are glad to note that
they include two voice development
clinics among the workshop programs.
Other workshops include "Tim ing”
with Ed Gilmore, "One Night Stands”
with Joe Lewis, "Mechanics of Call
ing” with Rickey Holden, "Organizing
Clubs in New Areas” by Decko, "P ro 
gramming Squares” and "Rounds for
Square Dancers” by Bruce Johnson
and three round dance programs (be
ginners, leaders and styling) with
Frank Hamilton. A fashion show fol
lowed by an instruction period on
making squaw dresses will be held on
Saturday with Jo Spencer in charge of
the latter. Two large ballrooms will
accomodate the bulk of the dancers,
plus a "H ot Rod Room” for high level
addicts. (The committee will not fur
nish oxygen tanks and space helmets.)
The "staff” callers are A1 Brundage,
Rickey Holden, Ed Gilmore, Bruce
Johnson, Joe Lewis and Manning
XIII-53

Smith; they will each call a one-hour
program both evenings of the Conven
tion. Don’t forget the dates: Oct. 11
and 12th.
W est Virginia. The Mountain State
Forest Festival (Oct. 2-3) will include
a presentation by the Duquesne Tamburitzans of the folk songs and dances
of the Slovak countries on Thurs.
afternoon, an informal folk and square
dance on Thurs. and Fri. evenings and
a folk and square dance Jamboree Sat
urday afternoon and evening. The lat
ter includes a folk (European) fashion
and club (American Square) fashion
show, exhibitions and dancing for all
with top callers.
Eureka Springs, Ark. The Ozark Folk
Festival (Oct. 17-19) will feature
square dance contests and exhibitions,
old fiddler’s contests, folk singing etc.,
but I can find no mention of square
dancing for the general public in the
literature they have sent me.
Louisville, Ky. Dancers in this area
regret the passing of Howard Mitchell,
well-known caller and teacher for the
past 16 years.
"The Quadrille is one of the oldest
dances that retains its position in the
ballroom, or among the lovers and
patrons of the art.”
Ferrero, "The Art of'D ancing,” 1859
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LETTERS
CUR READERS
Dear Frank:
Loud
resounding
cheers
from
''Down Under” for your competently
candid Record Reviews, the feature I
invariably turn to first, the moment
your welcome magazine is received.
Some corns will inevitably be trodden
on by these critiques, but were your
critic to perform his duties otherwise
than without fear of favour, he would
be doing a great disservice to your
readers.
W hen buying "blind”, it is particu
larly easy for both dancers and callers

to have their fingers burnt with pur
chases of mediocre, or worse, material.
Hence, whether your Reviews "damn
with faint praise, assent with civil
leer”, (as in the classic, and slyly
humorous instance on p. 5, Oct. 1956,
where you "felt obliged to say nothing
about these two records”) , or forth
rightly condemn, a protection and a
service is offered to your subscribers
which ajone would make American
Squares worth the money.
Callers in Sydney, myself excepted,
do not call to records, but it is felt

No. 812S - HAND ME DOWN MY WALKIN' CANE
(flip side)

is the new release by

Johnny

Schultz

ANOTHER SMASH ORISDIAL SINGING CALL BY JOHNNY
Jerry Jacka Trio provides that good
square dance music, as usual
Available 78 or 45 RPM
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In strum ental

$1.45

$1.25

BALANCE RECORDS
Ed Gilm ore and the Boom-Chuclc Boys

C H AN G ES/BY A N D BY
SQUARE DAN C E G A LS/W A LK IN G O N D O W N
LADY BE G O O D / C O M IN G A RO U N D THE M O UN TAIN
W HISPERING/W E'VE G OT RHYTHM
MINE, ALL MIN E/DAN CE YOUR TROUBLES A W A Y

205
204
203

202
201

ALAMAR RECORDS
A l Brundage and the Funstitutors

1103

1102
1101

W A S H IN ' DAY/MISS McLEOD'S REEL
BIRD C A G E REEL/EIGHT BALL RILEY
W ED D IN G BELLS/LIL OLE LOG CABIN
OH! YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/YELLOW ROSE O F TEXAS
BEST TH INGS IN LIFE/BOOMPS.A-TULIP
SUNRISE CAPERS/FLORADORA (Rounds)

2105
2104
2103
2102
2101

3101

RANCH RECORDS
Doc Heim bach and the Ranch Hands

UNFO LDING STAR/NOTHING BUT LOVING

903

953

902
901

952
951

( C a lle d version by J o h n n y D avis o f C o v in g to n , K y .)

HI! NEIGHBOR/PROMENADE TO DIXIE
R O C K IN G THE POLKA/HAREM-SQUAREM

Chicago 47, Illinois

3942 W est North Avenue

Bob Graham’s first recording, also
his own Original Call of "HILL
BILLY FEVER.” You will enjoy
this fine, smooth quality calling by
Bob as he calls this well-timed,
easy dance. Ask for it on Bel-Mar
#5005 (Flip instrumental).

SQUARE DANCE
RECORDS
’ 4 1 E. B E A T R IX *

0*r

.@ If these records are not available at your distributor
or dealer, write directly to Bel-Mar, or to Old Timer
Distributing Co., 3703 N. 7th St., Pnoenix, Arizona.

Bel-Mar 4146 East Beatrice, Phoenix, Arizona

that, to cater for the many smaller
groups, there will eventually be a
greater demand here for the " canned”
top-level American band, and there
fore, a greater need for Record Re
views. Keep ’em coming!

Dear Sir:
"Thank you for the very fine service
on this emergency order. I sent my
letter airmail at 10:00 A.M. on Sunday
and had the records from you via air
mail at 4:00 P.M. on Tuesday.”

Colin Gilles,
Bondi Beach, Australia
X III-55
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A Peppy, Lilting Dance Called by
Vera Baerg

#740 "I Love My Baby”/
"Jeepers Creepers”
#1040-78
The instrumental in 78 R.P.M.
# 1040-33 The Dual Key
instrumental in 33-1/3 R.P.M.
A smooth dance you will enjoy dancing
called by Hank Thompson

#744 "Sally’s Not The Same Old
Sally”/"Charley My Boy”
#1044-78
The instrumental in 78 R.P.M.
#1044-33 The Dual Key
instrumental in 33-1/3 R.P.M.
The Haylofters and the Dixie Hoedowners provide the music for the
above records.
Enjoy your summer dancing to
Marlinda records!
Eastern distributors

Dance Record Distributors
11 5 9 Broad St., Newark, N. J.

MARLINDA RECORDS
6 1 8 S. G len w o o d P la c e

B u rb an k , C aliforn ia

Grab Bag
(Continued from Page 19)

EN D BENDER
By Fred Travers
San Leandro, Calif.
O ne and three do a half sashay
U p to the middle and back that way
Forward again and pass thru
Around just one that's what you do
Into the middle and box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Turn your girlie and pass thru
Split the ring around just one
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again and pass thru
Arch in the middle and the ends cross
trail thru
Into the middle box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Turn and your gal and pass thru

THE RE THE

CATS
4 NEW
N0ED0WNS
SuMty M il AC 126
C LOS E SH A VE
RACHAEL

Sanity Mh AC 127
U P J U MP ED THE
DEVIL
BARBOUR'S ITCH
played by JACK BARBOUR and his
RHYTHM RUSTLERS

■rasa

S u n n y H ills B a rn
F u lle rto n
C a lifo rn ia

(Continued on Page 26)
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B R A N D N E W L.P. RECORD

A N IG H T A T
R IN K Y D IN K S .

calls by
ARNIE KRONENBERGER

Don’t Blame It All On Me
Raley s Romp • El Paso Star
There’ll Be Some Changes Made
Grand Trail • Poor Boy
My Goof •

BHero
Jelly Bean

San Leandro Rambler
Cross Eyed Sue • Happy Days

QUARE DANCING at its exciting best is presented here by
one of the top masters of the art of calling. Arnie Kronenberger
calls for several groups in the Los Angeles area and also has called
for some of the largest roundups and festivals in the United States
and Canada. Long a featured artist on Sets in Order records, Arnie
called this long playing presentation before the dancing members
of his home club, “The Rinkydinks.” He gives the enthusiast a true
challenge and a chance to hear Arnie under most natural conditions

S

S. I. O. No. 4003 Long Playing at yo u r dealers — $3.95

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited
462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Artgeles 48, California

Grab Bag
(Continued from Page 24)
Split the ring, around Just one
Forward eight and back with you
Ends bend in and cross trail thru
(After go in g forward and back, the
ends turn in toward the center o f the
set, heading parallel to the two lines.)
Around just one, that's what you do
Into the middle and box the gnat
Pull 'em by, left allemande
Right to your partner, etc.

FA RM ER G R A Y
By Rod LaFarge
This is one of the first, if not the
first, of the dignity-wrecking "fun”
dances. In fact it is such a prototype
that they say a caller who specializes
in one-night stands for beginners is a
"Farm er Gray caller.” Now that the
music is available on a Folkraft record
we are presenting it here in time for
those Halloween parties.
Record: Folkraft # 1 3 3 0
CALL
Introduction
A L L J U M P UP and give a yell, S W I N G
your honey round,
S W I N G her high and swing her low,
P R O M E N A D E the town
O h the farmer, the farmer, the
farmer's night in town,
Hey, Hey, Farmer G ra y l S W I N G that
gal around.

Pattern
Oh, the FIRST G E N T lead out T O T H E
R IG H T , S W I N G that girl around,
T A K E H E R H O M E and L IN E H E R UP,
now L E A D the line around,
Oh, the farmer, the farmer, took
another gal away,
Hey, Hey, Farmer G ra y l Led that gal
astray.
Now O N T O T H E N EX T 'an take a
S W IN G , swing her up and down,
T A K E H E R H O M E and L IN E H E R UP,
single file around
Oh, the farmer, the farmer, took
another gal away,
Hey, Hey, Farmer G ra y l W ith his
whiskers full of hay.
O N T O T H E LA ST and S W I N G that
girl, swing her high and low,
T A K E H E R H O M E and L IN E H E R UP,
around the set you go,
Oh, the farmer, the farmer, took
another gal away,
Hey, Hey, Farmer G ra y l It's the
farmer's turn to payl
N ow the G E N T stand IN T H E C E N T E R
ring, the L A D IE S C IR C L E about,
STEP R IG H T UP A N D M U S S H IS
H A IR . . pull his shirt-tail out,
Oh, you S W I N G HER, you swing her,
swing her round and round,
Hey, Hey, Farmer G ray! The Farmer's
night in town.
Repeat the entire "P a tte rn " calling in
turn: S E C O N D G E N T , T H IR D G E N T
and L A S T G E N T .
©1942 by Rod LaFarge. Reprinted by per
mission.

New “Up-To-Date” MASTER RECORD SERVICE CATALOG
Square and Round Dance Records classified alphabetically so that you can select
the records you want right now. Albums, Stationery, Dancing Slippers. P. A. Sys
tems. Books, Record Cases — plus many other items. Send tor F R E E copy today.

Jt- >

I41J

WE GUARANTEE SAFE, PROMPT DELIVERY

UK <ilV€ ^.WGRCCn STflmPS
Mike Michele's

4133 NORTH 7th STREET

TKcwten ‘Second, Sendee
PHONE CR 7-4531

PHOENIX, A R IZ O N A

"H o m o of M ike M ich e le 's S q uare Dance B a rn "
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B A R N
D A N C E
THE BARN DANCE
(Military Schottische)

How to do it
Position: Partners stand side by side, facing LOD. Gentle
man’s RH at lady’s waist, lady’s LH rests on gentle
man’s right arm. Each starts with outside foot.
Counts
1-4
Three running steps forward and a hop on the
outside foot.
5-8
Three running steps forward and a hop on the
inside foot.
9-16
In closed waltz position execute four step-hops,
turning CW and progressing in LOD.
A simple little dance with seasonable flavor

Ask for Deeea record #25062

AMERICAN SQUARES BOOK AND RECORD SHOP

CAN SHIP YOUR ORDER TODAY
No m ailing or packing charge - 3 records m in im u m shipm ent

Western Jubilee Records
present

OLD G RAY BONNET
No frills on it, - no fan cy trim m ings...
Just an old favorite that will never w ear out.
A singing call by Paul Hunt.

YOU

Flip side instrumental by th e M ountaineers,
with an easy round by Rose Zimmerman.

asked for if

Just right for those one night stand jobs.

S O

711: O L D G R A Y BONNET

we made it for you
*

f^ a n d y

RECORD No. 728

HIGH ROCKIN’ SWING
B/W
SINGIN* THE BLUES
by that great guitar playin'

A r t

J o n e s

Western Jubilee Record
Company
3703 North 7th St.

Kansas Youth
(Continued from Page 8 )

are the square dancers of tomorrow.
Square dancing is a traditional,
wholesome, democratic form of recrea
tion. Let’s do all we can to interest the
young people of America in it and to
preserve it as a folk activity for future
generations.

Phoenix, Arizona

cu ssin g

ais

Books and Magazines

SETS IN ORDER, the national square
dance magazine. $2.50 a year, or $3.70 for
the special Caller’s Edition. Sets in Order:
462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles
48, California.
MUSICAL MIXER FUN—a new book of 50
easy mixers & play-party games—many
never before published — $1.00. Square
Yours Sets, 3302-15 St. A., Moline, 111.

Bookings W anted
PIUTE PETE of Village Barn and TV fame.
School Dance — Workshops — Organiza
tion Barn Dances. Hilarious Audience par
ticipation Games, Novelty Dances and
Square Dances. Piute Pete, 55 West 8th
St., N.Y.C. 11, AL 4-6606.

Equipment fo r Sale
Closeout — $7.00 each while they last. 12"
replacement type Bogen speakers. A superb
replacement speaker; original equipment
on Bogen VP17X. New, unused. Postage
charge 50c each. American Squares Book
and Record Shop.
BARGAINS! We have Bell, Decca, Newcomb
and Califone P.A. trade-ins for sale. All
serviced and in excellent playing condition.
Prices $50 to to $100, depending on age and
condition. American Squares Book and
Record Shop. Dept. T.
28

10 C alais Court
Rockville C entre
New York

The Dancing Master
(Continued from page 11)

The cotillion is ended by a figure in
which all the dancers in couples form
a procession, and advance to pay their
respects to the mistress and master of
the house, who are seated in the center
of the apartment.
The different figures above de
scribed are easy of execution, and the
necessary requisites such as can be
easily obtained, or made by young
ladies and their friends.
"Fortunately, for the pleasure and
freedom of the Ball room, very long
dresses, sweeping the floor for yards
around, as formerly worn, to the great
inconvenience of the opposite sex, are
now seldom seen.”
Reilly; "The Amateurs
Vademecum,” 1870

AMERICAN SQUARES
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Favorite square dances called by Fenton
“Jonesy” Jones on one long-playing record
Indian Style

Alabama Jubilee

Red River Valley

Saturday Night Special

Smoke on the Water

Red Wing

Solomon Levi

Sioux City Sue

Texas Star

Pack Up Your Troubles

Oh Johnny

Turkey in the Straw

Ask for M ac Gregor Record #M AC-1204

T^lacGneaon (Recandk
7 2 9 S . HA/t&tenn. Q u e n u e

«Co&

5, C a C i|;o n ru a

Squaw Dresses
b e a u tifu lly designed in C otton G eorgette and in Z u n i
Also Available
• Nylon Marquisette Petticoats
4 0 yards around bottom
• By the Yard
fin e st qua lity Cotton Georgette
no-iron 9 sem i-sheer Zuni Cloth
im p o rte d 9 orn a m en ta l Braids

R egu lar and
Ju n io r Sizes
Send 25$ fo r C O M P L E T E
folder with illu stration s,
dress and yardage sam ples.
F R E E on req u est: Y ard age
sam ples only o f G eorgette,
Zuni and B ra id s.

Dept. A
1 4 0 5 Jewell Ave.

Topeka, Kan.

C O M I N G EVENTS
Oct. 3-5 Fontana Village, N. C. Swap
Shop
Oct. 5 Elkins, W. Va. Davis & Elkins
College. FD & SD Jamboree.
Oct. 6 N ew York, N. Y. Stuyvesant
Casino, 140 2nd A ve. Armenian and
Filipino open house evening.
Oct. 11-12 Washington, D. C. Atlantic
SD Convention.
Oct. 12 Jamestown, N. D. State SD
Festival.
Oct. 17-19 Eureka Springs, Ark. 10th
Annual Ozark Folk Festival.
Oct. 18-19 Kent, Ohio State University.
Fri. 6:30 - 11:30 P.M., Sat. 9 A.M. 12 M. FD & SD Festival.
Oct. 19. Wyckoff, N. J. Grange Hall.
“A Night in Rumania.”
Oct. 19 Vestal, N. Y. Central School.
Dance workshop. 2-12 P.M.
Oct. 12 Manchester, England Interna
tional FD Festival.

Oct. 13 Penn Argyl, Pa. Blue V alley
Farm, between Penn A rgyl and Ban
gor, Pa.) SD Co-op Assn. Jamboree.
Nov. 1-3 San Diego, Calif. Balboa Park.
7th Annual Fiesta de la Cuadrilla.
Nov. 2 Oklahoma 11th Annual State
SD Festival.
Nov. 3 New York, N. Y. Stuyvesant
Casino, 140 2nd Ave. Folk Festival
Council Fall Festival.
Nov. 9 Richmond, Va. Richmond Arena.
F all SD Fest. Workshop 2:30, dance
8 P. M.
Nov. 22-23 Columbus, Ohio. State Fair
Grounds Youth Center. 11th Annual
Ohio Folk Festival.
Nov. 30 Longview, Tex. Gregg Co. Fair
Grounds. 9th Annual E. Tex. SD
Festival.

Come! Come! Come!

ATLANTIC CONVENTION
Oetoben 11 and 12
Hotel Sheraton
30

W ashington, D.C.
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way to4

is to take
a large dose of
W e 7re callin g R O B B Y R O B E R T SO N "The H a p p y M a g ic ia n 77 these d a y s because
of the joyous an d m ysterious w a y he calls these two N E W

sin gin g squares.

R obby wrote the dance to 7/BE H A P P Y 77 just after he sm ilin gly received a fat an d
unexpected tax refund, a n d his rosy m ood show s through every m ovem ent of
the dance.

77THAT O LD BLACK M A G I C 77 w a s brew ed by R A N D Y STEPH EN S from an iron pot
in a deep, dark cave hidden in the m ountains of Utah where he had been exiled
by Beth for tracking up the living room rug. The dance clearly reflects his deep
purple thoughts.
ITS FOR SURE - YO U'LL H A V E FUN W IT H THE P AIR OF S Q U A R E S !
W indsor, # 7 4 6 0 - with calls
W indsor, # 7 1 6 0 - instrumental

Records

Wind,
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd.,

*^

FOR

Temple City, Calif.

AMERICAN SQUARES

H o w a r d a .d a v i s o n

1159 Broad Street
Newark 2 . New Jersey

RIVER R0AD
NEWCASTLE,MS.

P O S T M A S T E R
This
is
SECOND-CLASS
matter; if undeliverable re
turn to publisher with Form
3579 showing reason.

THIS IS THE BEST

is thecaller's best friendl
Now at our less-than-half-price sale everybody
can afford a JENSEN diamond stylus for their
player. Protect your records
outlasts other
types 15 to 1. For G.E. cartridge, list price $ 2 5
per side: AMERICAN SQUARES special sale
price $ 8 .0 0 per side. For most other cartridges,
list $ 2 5 per side; our price $ 7 .5 0 per side.

Atlantic Convention •. O ct II -12

